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Executive Summary 

Kyogle is known as the “Gateway to the Rainforests” and is located within the Australia’s Green Cauldron Tourist Region (Tourism 

Australia) in the northeast of New South Wales. Its proximity to Brisbane, Gold Coast and Byron Bay ensures that Kyogle itself is 

close enough to major population centres to attract weekend visitors and other short stays. Moreover, Kyogle’s proximity to the 

existing tourist attractions on the east coast and hinterland means that there are many potential day and short trip visitors within 

reach, with vast numbers of domestic and international tourists passing through the region every day. This attractiveness means 

soft adventure markets and mountain bike (MTB) tourism are definitely niche markets that Kyogle can secure relatively easily 

within competitive timeframes through the implementation of high quality trails. 

The potential to develop a MTB destination at Kyogle, which is at the top of every Australian mountain bikers “Bucket List” is 

indeed real. Primarily, the potential to link trails in Boorabee State Forest, directly to town via Fairmont, is a significantly positive 

aspect of the town that will help to create an iconic trail network. These potential trail links to town ensure the trails are more 

accessible to the general community, visitors and tourists, as well as making town the ‘trailhead’ whereby trail adventures will start 

and end in town. This aspect then has a positive flow on effect whereby visitors spend more at Kyogle’s local businesses such as 

cafes, pubs and accommodation. Furthermore, the attractive scenery, topography, soils, climate and broader extent of Boorabee 

State Forest that is adjacent the town make Kyogle perfect for world class trail development. Ultimately, Kyogle has a unique 

character and all the right ingredients to attract sustained MTB Tourism and Events well into the future.  

 

  

Trail Network Potential of Kyogle 

 Close proximity to Boorabee State Forest where MTB is recognised as an appropriate activity with 

excellent potential for a variety of world class trails: 

o Significant potential to expand current access into adjacent the broader Boorabee State 

Forest is feasible and extremely valuable for future trail network expansion  

 Potential trail access to and from the main street via Fairymount to Boorabee State Forest, that 

caters for a wide range of residents and visitors 

o High potential to create a “trailhead” and car parking in the CBD of Kyogle 

o New trails may include shared use trails (Hiking and MTB) close to town (improving health, 

well-being and lifestyles of local residents) 

o New and improved town lookout opportunities (via new trail access) adds to broader 

tourism appeal of Kyogle 

o Fairymont trail links will ensure economic benefits of the trails flow directly to local 

businesses in the main street. 

 Extensive State Forest reserves across the region ensure that potential trail network expansion 

across the broader region (Green Cauldron) is not just feasible but significantly attractive for 

developing an iconic trail destination. Access to the broader State Forest Reserves (and potentially 

some National Parks areas) will provide: 

o High quality trail network development  

o World class trail experiences  

o Link numerous towns and communities across the region 

o Private sector investment 

o Major trail events 

o Solid, year round visitation from MTB riders (enthusiast)  

o Marketing partnerships with existing attractions in the region 

 

MTB Trail Tourism Potential of Kyogle 

 Close proximity to the large population base of Brisbane and Gold Coast, makes Kyogle the perfect 

place to getaway for a weekend MTB trip 

o 2hrs, 25min from Brisbane (164km) 

o 2hrs from Gold Coast (125km) 

o 1 hr 18min from Byron Bay (90km) 

 Relative undersupply of MTB riding opportunities in SE Qld and NE NSW 

 MTB trails and soft adventure options have significant potential to increase day visits and short 

stay holidays to Kyogle amongst a variety tourism niches markets that are travelling along the 

coast or staying at Byron Bay. Namely: 

o back backers and students (eg: Byron Bay MTB Tours) 

o soft adventure seeking grey nomads 

o international tourists seeking soft adventure 

 Major trail event potential is significant, for both participation and competitive events, along with 

positive community support for this kind of enterprise 

 Australians ride bikes and they want to ride bikes on holiday, even if they have to hire bikes on 

site. The National Cycling Participation Survey (2015) indicates that Australians: 

o 17 to 18% ride weekly 

o Up to 40% ride (at least once a year) 

o Up to 85% of these Australia cyclists do so for recreation  

 Soft adventure mountain bike options can increase stay (bed nights) of the current tourism niche 

markets that visit Kyogle and the region 

 MTB tourism partners well with current tourism activities, gourmet attractions, eateries and 

numerous coffee shops and cafes in Kyogle 

 

 

The view over Kyogle from Fairymont, is simply brilliant. 
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Project Synopsis 

Kyogle Council in New South Wales, Australia have asked Destination Trails to design a mountain bike 

specific trail in Borabee State Forest that is ready for construction and funding applications. In addition to 

this trail design process, Destination Trails, with the assistance of Troy Rarick (Over the Edge) have explored 

the region to conceptualise trail links and mountain bike opportunities that will enable the town and 

broader region to become a mountain bike destination of significant repute, both nationally and 

internationally. 

For the purposes of communication and broader strategic thinking that delivers tangible long term planning 

outcomes, which can fully realise the mountain bike vision for Kyogle, the trail planning process has been 

broken down into three main stages, with suggested trail names: 

 Stage 1: Kyogle Forest Loop   

 Stage 2: Fairymount Trail Network Concept 

 Stage 3: Mt Boorabee Loop Concept (Epic Trail, Full Day Ride) 

 

The Key Tasks detailed in this Report are: 
As per “Letter of Offer” 

 Inspection of site (Boorabee State Forest and surrounds) and ground survey of possible preferred track 
location. Survey is not intended to be undertaken by a registered surveyor but should include GPS 
coordinates for mapping and plan making purposes. 

 Present and detail conceptual train alignments for: 
o Trail link to and from the main street of Kyogle that link to Boorabee State Forest. 
o A long trail return to Kyogle from Kyogle Road via the broader Boorabee State Forest. 

 Support and provide guidance on a regional approach to developing a mountain bike destination based 
at Kyogle as the main hub. 

 Preparation of draft Trail Development Report for consideration by Council. 
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Kyogle Location Map 

Kyogle, NSW is south-west of Brisbane and inland 

(west) from Byron Bay, with Lismore being the 

nearest large scale regional centre.  

Kyogle is surrounded by lush hills and World Heritage 

Rainforests and is often referred to as “the gem of the 

Northern Rivers region of NSW”. Kyogle is also 

located in the “Green Cauldron” tourism region as 

recognised by Tourism Australia.  

Drive times to Kyogle are as follows: 

 2hrs, 25min from Brisbane (164km) 

 2hrs from Gold Coast (125km) 

 1 hr 18min from Byron Bay (90km) 

 36min from Lismore (44km) 

A recently completed and potentially complimentary 

MTB trail network near Kyogle at Doubleduke State 

Forest (New Italy) has been opened in September 

2016. Trail proposals at Lismore are also being 

considered. MTB networks in the region may help to 

improve attractiveness of the area for MTB tourists 

who may then book longer stays in order to visit each 

network in the region. 

The nearest major MTB destination (and competition 

for visitation) is at Mt Joyce, near Beaudesert and 

adjacent to Wyaralong in Queensland. Trail expansion 

at Nerang State Forest as part of the Commonwealth 

Games Track development may also be considered a 

destination competitor. 

Significant MTB trail infrastructure is also being 

installed at Spicers Hidden Vale (Qld) on private 

property. 

 

  

 

(Source: Google Maps) 
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Staged Approach to the Proposed Mountain Bike Trail Development 

The following staged approach is recommended for the planning and implementation of MTB trails in the 

immediate Kyogle area.  

 Stage 1: Kyogle Forest Loop   

 

As per this Trail Development Report, a professional, detailed design for an iconic mountain bike 

trail in Boorabee State Forest can now be considered by all stakeholders and land managers. It is 

intended, that this stand-alone trail loop can evoke the initial interest in Kyogle as the new 

destination for mountain bikers to visit, by providing that first piece of marketable product along 

with immediate flow on effects to increase visitation to Kyogle. Furthermore, this trail design 

intends to provide a “Core Loop” for showcasing the nearby Kyogle Forest (Boorabee State 

Forest), and one which sets a high quality precedent for future trail development throughout the 

region.  

 

The trail alignment has been identified on ground in the State Forest with orange flagging tape 

tied to the nearest available tree with the knot facing the proposed trail alignment. The trail 

design dictates that very few trees would need to be removed to develop this trail. The trail design 

is based on sustainable trail grades and has been recorded as GPS track log for mapping and 

communication purposes. Upon approval of this trail design, the Kyogle Council and partners can 

seek funding for trail construction.  

 

For the short term, this trail can be built, ridden and promoted as a stand-alone experience for 

residents and visitors, while consultation, planning, approvals and funding processes are carried 

out for Stages 2 and 3. This initial trail product will help attract visitors immediately with 

significant potential to attract visitors or athletes specific to the Commonwealth Games in the 

Gold Coast (2018). Moreover, this initial installation will help local residents, councillors, tourism 

representatives, state agencies and local businesses to fully understand and experience the true 

nature of low impact, recreational trails, thus enabling future trail network expansion to proceed 

more effectively and efficiently. 

  

 

 

The Kyogle Mountain Bike Club has already begun trail development in Boorabee State 

Forest as per their lease agreement with the Forestry Corp of NSW. Destination Trails spent 

a day with the club to enhance their understanding of sustainable trail design and 

construction as part of our commitment to community development and knowledge 

sharing. 

The Kyogle Mountain Bike Club will be an important stakeholder in the process of trail 

development and long term trail maintenance programs. Positive mountain bike culture is 

key to the success of any MTB destination, as it enables the initiation of well-respected trail 

events and facilitates authentic experiences for visitors both on and off the bike.  

Essentially, the direct involvement of the local community in the trails is invaluable on 

many levels. 
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 Stage 2: Fairymount Trail Network Concept 

 

Currently, this report provides conceptual trail alignments which have the potential to link 

proposed and future trail networks in the Boorabee State Forest to the main street of Kyogle. As 

concept only proposals, it is clear that negotiations with various land managers and lease holders 

is required to firstly gain permission to use some or all of these areas. Once solid, workable 

outcomes have been agreed upon, then Kyogle Council and project stakeholders can engage in 

specific on ground trail design for these proposed trails on Fairymount so that construction costs 

can be ascertained and appropriate funding sought. 

 

 Stage 3: Mt Boorabee Loop Concept (Epic Trail, Full Day Ride) 

 

The potential of the broader Boorabee State Forest, and the slopes of Mt Boorabee itself, provide 

phenomenal trail development potential and therefore trail concepts for an all-day ride, that 

would also allow for point to point tours and MTB events have been provided. These trail concepts 

are based purely on brief site visits to Quarry Rd and Taveners Rd and subsequent desktop 

investigations. Hence the trail concepts are quite “abstract” in their nature, yet the terrain is such 

that Destination Trails is extremely confident that these trail concepts can be implemented with 

further on ground planning, investigation and design.  

 

To seek approvals, Kyogle Council and the project stakeholders will need to commence thorough 

and appropriate discussions with the Forestry Corp of NSW (and Kyogle MTB Club) in order to 

expand the current area allocated to MTB trail development in Boorabee State Forest. Upon in 

principle agreement with Forestry Corporation of NSW, on ground planning and design for this 

“Epic Loop” and associated links can commence. 

 

The inclusion of a trailhead, or shuttle drop off point for this loop at Quarry Road is not essential 

to provide this “Full Day Ride” experience, however, the potential to create infrastructure and 

facilities that allow riders to be dropped off closer to the proposed high point of the loop, certainly 

increases the range of riders who can enjoy this ride. Destination Trails strongly recommends that 

access to the old quarry at the end of Quarry Rd is retained because the site is prefect for 

trailhead amenities, event logistics and encouraging local business opportunities. Furthermore, 

the long term access to the forest for trail maintenance and emergency situations via this 

entrance is strongly recommended. 

 

 

 

The lush vegetation of Fairymont is perfect for the creation s for interesting and picturesque 

trails, and will provide some shade in the hotter parts of the day. 
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Proposed Trail Network Overview 

Disclaimer: This Proposed Trail Network Map has 

been developed to provide a conceptual trail network 

overview for Kyogle Council to demonstrate the 

potential and possible recreational trail links from 

Kyogle town centre to Borrabee State Forest. While 

trails have been physically designed and marked in 

the State Forest immediately adjacent to Kyogle, the 

further reaching concept trails are still yet to designed 

and flagged on the ground. 

Please note: At this scale trail alignments are 

indicative only to allow visualisation of the broader 

trail concepts in order to assist with communication 

between Kyogle Council, stakeholders and land 

managers. 

Consultation with land managers and lease holders is 

strongly recommended in seeking approval for access 

to all land parcels in the form of low impact, natural 

surface trails. 

This proposed trail network would cater for: 

 A wide range of trail users, of varying fitness and 

ability, from all ages and backgrounds 

 Exercise and recreational use by local residents 

(walking, jogging and mountain biking). 

 MTB events and competitions 

 Training facility for MTB athletes, including 2018 Gold 

Coast Commonwealth Games competitors 

 Quick exercise sessions (Stage 2) 

 Short rides and hikes (Stages 1 & 2) 

 Half day or full day loop rides (Stages 1, 2 & 3) 

 Point to point rides (Stages 1, 2 & 3) 

Key: 
  Outward trail 

Return Trail 
Kyogle Forest Loop 
Roseberry St Link 
Kyogle MTB Club Network   

 

   Stage 3 

Stage 1 

Stage 2 
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Stage 1: Kyogle Forest Loop Trail Design Detail  
(Refer to Appendix A: Trail Development Guidelines, page 16) 
 

Land Manager:   Forestry Corporation of NSW 

Project Partners:    Kyogle MTB Club  
(MTB Trail Lease Holders & trail maintenance)  

Land Parcel Detail:    Lot 9, Section: Null, Plan: DP10780 

Trail Design Theme:  Rolling Contour Trail Design 

Contentious final shape trail design, that is implemented during trail construction, would 

stipulate that inclusive, progressive trail features and flow are provided throughout the trail, so 

that relative novice riders can enjoy the trail and overall experience, while advanced, fitter riders 

and MTB tourists can “attack” the trail at higher speeds, and also obtain the ride experience they 

seek, with cleverly disguised jumps and trail features that cater for the high speeds of the 

advanced riders. 

Trail Design Principles:  As per international best practice trail design 

Regular “Grade Reversals” must be built into the final trail alignment to ensure that the trail 

surface can shed water easily. Wet and low lying areas may need to be surfaced with gravel 

aggregate, or armoured with stone. In some cases, low lying bridges may be desirable. This trail 

design simply identifies the more significant “Creek Crossing” (CC1) that will require “Stone 

Armouring” as a minimum (CC2 is naturally armoured with bedrock), however, during initial 

excavation of the trail tread, ground water and springs may be encountered and thus require 

surface treatment. Importantly, trails must be compatible with the existing grazing and forestry 

uses of the land. 

Trail Difficulty Rating:   As per IMBA – More Difficult / Blue Square  
(Intermediate skill level)  

 
Trail Length:    Approximately 7.5km (orange line / track log) 

Descent / Traverse = 6.4km,  
Return Ascent = 1.1 km 

This 7.5km section of trail is intended to provide a trail link around the northern and eastern 

boundaries of the Forest, which when combined with trails currently being constructed by the 

Kyogle MTB Club (conceptual green line), will provide a circumnavigation of the Forest via a 9.5 

km loop. 

 

* Please note, GPS accuracy for track log, waypoints and elevation profiles varied significantly during on 

ground trail design due canopy cover, overcast conditions, deep little valleys and thick understorey 

(predominantly Lantana). Thus some discrepancy between flagged trail onsite and map images is to be 

expected.  

Fairymount 

Back Creek 

Exit 

Stage 1 

Trailhead and 

Parking 500m 

N CC1 

CC2 - Bedrock 
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Trail Surface Width:  Constructed at 800mm to 1000mm 

NB: trail surface to be maintained at 600mm width (once the “flow line” has settled and the 

natural surface is compacted by riding) 

Trail Corridor Width:   Average 2000mm 

The trail corridor should be predominantly developed and maintained at 2000mm with the 

exception of particular trees, shrubs and trail corrals. Fall hazards should be minimised within 

the 2000mm trail corridor. 

Trail Tread Construction:   Full bench tread with out-slope (slightly off camber) 

Climbing Turn Radius:  Minimum 3000mm 

Descending In-sloped Turn Radius:  Minimum 4000mm 

Seasonal Creek Crossings:  Stone Armouring (As per Appendix A, page 16) 

Recommended Stone Armour Techniques:  

1) Flagstones (30 – 40 kg) or  

2) Pitched Stone (20kg to 30kg) 

3) Raised Trail (Combined variety of aggregate, 40mm to 100mm and fines for 

appropriate, low lying areas , with low cross flow rates only) 

Technical trail Features (TTFs):   

The majority of trail features are to be created and shaped from the deep loamy soils of the 

Forest, which will become compacted over time. However, locally sourced rock or stone is 

recommended for constructed trail features (in preference to fallen or treated timber). All TTFs 

are intended to be “rollable” (i.e. bike rider does not need to lift wheels off the ground) with 

clear and appropriate fall zones for the speed of the trail or trail section. 

Trail Construction Components Costings: 
* Cost estimates are provided at the higher end, of nationally comparable prices for the construction of mountain bike specific trails 

1) Top Link (not flagged on site): approx. 410m in steep terrain, with very thick vegetation  

 Cost Estimate = $16,400 +GST (@ $40/m) 

2) Big Traverse: approx. 6km in gentle undulating terrain with thick vegetation 

 Cost Estimate = $170,000 +GST (@ $25/m with $20,000 allocated for up 500m of trail hardening or surfacing) 

3) Trailhead Return (Ascent): approx. 1.1km in gentle undulating terrain with thick vegetation 

 Cost Estimate = $27,500 (@ $25/m) 

 

This 3D map image which highlights the proximity of the proposed trail to Fairmount and Kyogle 
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Stage 1: Kyogle Forest Loop Elevation Profiles 

* These elevation profiles are indicative only and inaccuracies in distance and height are inherent, due to GPS constraints related to thick tree canopy, cloud cover, deep valleys. 

Kyogle Forest Loop: Top Link 

 

Kyogle Forest Loop: Big Traverse 

 

Kyogle Forest Loop: Trailhead Return (Ascent) 
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Stage 2a: Fairymount Trail Network 

Concept – Trail Link 1 

Disclaimer: The following maps have been developed 

after a brief site visit and subsequent desktop exercise 

to help Kyogle Council envisage possible recreational 

trail links from Kyogle town centre to Borrabee State 

Forest.  If established, these trail links will provide a 

recreational and tourism asset for the local 

community with greater potential for promoting, 

attracting and securing trail tourism, recreation and 

community events in the region.  

Consultation with land managers and lease holders is 

strongly recommended in seeking approval for access 

to this land parcel in the form of low impact, natural 

surface trails.  

Land Manager: Crown Lands NSW (Crown Reserve) 

Lease: Kyogle Casino Rifle Club 

Land Parcels:  Lot 131, Section: Null, Plan: DP 755734, 

Lot 181 DP 755734 

Trail Development Recommendations: 

 Out and back trails have been suggested to allow for loop trail 

experiences and effective trail orientated event management. 

 Out and back trail design reduces need to use public roads and 

improves safety for trail users 

 The blue trail concept links to Roseberry street may be considered 

as shared use trails with riders to travel uphill only 

 Red trail concept allows for purpose built, descending flow trail for 

bikes only (ie: an iconic, hero trail experience back to town). 

 Investigate potential of a trailhead at Mont Street recreation 

reserve. 
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Stage 2b: Fairymount Trail Network 

Concept – Trail Link 2  

(Old Quarry Trailhead) 

Disclaimer: The following maps have been developed 

after a brief site visit and subsequent desktop exercise 

to help Kyogle Council envisage possible recreational 

trail links from Kyogle town centre to Borrabee State 

Forest. If established, these trail links will provide a 

recreational and tourism asset for the local 

community with greater potential for promoting, 

attracting and securing trail tourism, recreation and 

community events in the region.  

Consultation with land managers and lease holders is 

strongly recommended in seeking approval for access 

to this land parcel in the form of low impact, natural 

surface trails.  

Land Manager: Kyogle Council 

Lease: N/A 

Land Parcel:  Lot 1, Section: Null, Plan: DP 781680 

 

Trail Development Recommendations: 

 Final trail design for this concept trail 

alignment is yet to be established for 

feasibility based on resident impacts and trail 

design constraints associated with past 

quarrying activities such as cliffs and unstable 

terrain.  
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Stage 2c: Fairymount Trail Concept – Link 3 

Disclaimer: The following maps have been developed 

after a brief site visit and subsequent desktop exercise 

to help Kyogle Council envisage possible recreational 

trail links from Kyogle town centre to Borrabee State 

Forest. If established, these trail links will provide a 

recreational and tourism asset for the local 

community with greater potential for promoting, 

attracting and securing trail tourism, recreation and 

community events in the region.  

Consultation with land managers and lease holders is 

strongly recommended in seeking approval for access 

to this land parcel in the form of low impact, natural 

surface trails.  

 

Land Manager: Forestry Corporation of NSW   

Lease: Grazing Lease 

Land Parcels:  Lot 442, Section: Null, Plan: DP 838444 

 

Trail Development Recommendations: 

 Out and back trails have been suggested to allow for loop trail 

experiences and effective trail orientated event management. 

 Out and back trail design reduces need to use public roads and 

improves safety for trail users. 
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Stage 2d: Fairymount Trail Concept – Link 4 

Disclaimer: The following maps have been developed 

after a brief site visit and subsequent desktop exercise 

to help Kyogle Council envisage possible recreational 

trail links from Kyogle town centre to Borrabee State 

Forest. If established, these trail links will provide a 

recreational and tourism asset for the local 

community with greater potential for promoting, 

attracting and securing trail tourism, recreation and 

community events in the region.  

Consultation with land managers and lease holders is 

strongly recommended in seeking approval for access 

to this land parcel in the form of low impact, natural 

surface trails.  

 

Land Manager: Forestry Corporation of NSW  

 (Road Reserve = Kyogle Council) 

Lease: Grazing Lease 

Land Parcels:   

Lot 442, Section: Null, Plan: DP 838444 

Lot 9, Section: Null, Plan: DP10780 

 

Trail Development Recommendations: 

 Out and back trails have been suggested to 

allow for loop trail experiences and effective 

trail orientated event management. 

 Out and back trail design reduces need to 

use public roads and improves safety for 

trail users. 
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Stage 3a: Mt Boorabee Loop Concept  – 

Link Lands 

Disclaimer: The following maps have been developed 

after a brief site visit and subsequent desktop exercise 

to help Kyogle Council envisage possible recreational 

trail links from Kyogle town centre to the full extent of 

Borrabee State Forest. If established, these trail links 

will provide a recreational and tourism asset for the 

local community with greater potential for promoting, 

attracting and securing trail tourism, recreation and 

community events in the region.  

Consultation with land managers and lease holders is 

strongly recommended in seeking approval for access 

to this land parcel in the form of low impact, natural 

surface trails.  

 

Land Manager: Forestry Corporation of NSW  

Lease: Grazing Lease 

Land Parcel:  Lot 442, Section: Null, Plan: DP 838444 

 

Approximate Concept Trail Length: 8km 

Trail Development Recommendations: 

 Out and back trails have been suggested to 

allow for loop trail experiences and effective 

trail orientated event management. 

 Out and back trail design reduces need to 

use public roads and improves safety for 

trail users. 
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Stage 3b: Mt Boorabee Loop Concept – 

Epic Trail 

Disclaimer: The following maps have been developed 

after a brief site visit and subsequent desktop exercise 

to help Kyogle Council envisage possible recreational 

trail links in Borrabee State Forest. If established, 

these trail links will provide a recreational and tourism 

asset for the local community with greater potential 

for promoting, attracting and securing trail tourism, 

recreation and community events in the region.  

Consultation with land managers and lease holders is 

strongly recommended in seeking approval for access 

to this land parcel in the form of low impact, natural 

surface trails.  

 

Land Manager: Forestry Corporation of NSW   

Lease: Grazing Lease 

Land Parcels:   

Lot 1, Section Null, Plan DP 185483 
Lot 2, Section Null, Plan DP12948 
Lot 2, Section Null, DP 1005177 
Lot 3, Section: Null, Plan: DP 12948 
Lot 4, Section: Null, Plan: DP 12948 
Lot 12, Section Null, Plan DP 883216 
Lot 66, Section: Null, Plan DP 755707 
 

Approximate Concept Trail Length: 27km 

Taveners Rd to Quarry Link @ 12km 

Quarry Link to Taveners Rd via Mt Boorabee Lookout 

@ 15km  
 

Mt Boorabee Lookout Concept (high point) 

Potential Quarry 

Rd access to 

Boorabee State 

Forest 
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Appendix A: Trail Construction Guidelines 

These construction guidelines have been supplied to help guide and monitor the trail construction process. For a full understanding of this principles please refer to IMBAs guidebooks Trail Solutions (2004) and 

Managing Mountain Biking (2007). The IMBA guidebooks provide the theory behind sustainable trail development; however, trail construction of Stage 1 must employ a fully experienced trail builder for the 

best results.  

Rolling Contour Trail Design (image courtesy IMBA) 

  

 

Rolling Contour Trail Design is 

based on the premise that the 

trail alignment traverses across 

hill sides, rather than directly up 

or down the hill side in order to 

minimise long term impacts 

associated with trail use and 

surface water run off (erosion). 

Ideally the trail alignment will be 

parallel to contours or cross 

them at oblique angles. Trails 

that cross the contours at right 

angles become high impact and 

high maintenance and should 

therefore be avoided. 

The trail design of Stage 1: 

Kyogle Forest Loop has adhered 

to this principle, yet any 

subsequent variations to this trail 

design should be administered 

with the same approach using a 

clinometer to determine an 

average trail grade of 7%. 
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Grade Reversals (image courtesy IMBA) 

 

 

  

 

Grade Reversals, ups and downs are not 

only fun to ride, but act as a ‘passive’ 

drainage features to ensure the trail does 

not channel water along its length when 

it becomes compacted and ‘cupped’ after 

sustained use. These grade reversals 

should be built into the trail alignment at 

regular and consistent intervals so that 

there are no straight lines in the trail or 

flat sections. The inclusion of regular 

grade reversals will ensure the best trail 

possible is created for the long term.  

Trail maintenance programs will be 

required to clear out leaf litter and 

sediment from the downslope side of 

these grade reversals 2 or 3 times a year 

to ensure that they shed water 

effectively.  
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Out-sloping (Outslope / Off Camber) Trail Tread (image courtesy IMBA) 

The majority of the trail should be out-sloped to ensure effective, cross fall 

drainage of the trail surface. Forest debris, leaf litter and cut vegetation from 

corridor preparation and trail construction should be removed down slope 

from the lowest edge of the trail to maximise trail surface drainage 

capability. Sometimes this organic material and loose soil may need to be 

dragged or raked up to 5 m or more from the trail edge, depending on side 

slope gradients. (The steeper the terrain, the easier it is for the trail to shed 

water. Therefore, gentle terrain requires more consideration for effective 

drainage and organic material dispersal. 

Some sections of trail may be in-sloped, where positive camber is needed or 

particular drainage features such as “interceptor drains” are required. Note, 

most descending corners will be in-sloped.  
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Full Bench Trail Tread (image courtesy IMBA) 

  

The construction of Full Bench Tread means that the whole trail surface sits on the natural hill 

side without any ‘fill’ to create the trail width. This is the strongest possible foundation for 

your trail and provides a long lasting resilient outside edge of the trail. The use of soft soils, 

such as are found in Boorabee State Forest, are not ideal for using as ‘fill’ to widen your trail 

surface without the use of retaining walls. Soft fill can and will tend to ‘slump’ over time thus 

reducing the width of trail, breakdown of the outside trail edge which in turn can lead to 

unnecessary impacts and unsightly trail conditions, as well as compromised riding 

experiences. 

The use of machinery may enable fill to be built up the edge of trail in some situations, due to 

the compaction that will result from machine use, however, in this situation the trail should 

never exceed a 3 quarter bench and 1 quarter fill. Even still, Destination Trails recommends a 

Full Bench Tread as the best way to develop the trail. 

The construction of full bench tread means that the excavated material needs to be dispersed 

appropriately downslope of the trail to allow drainage or stock piled to be used for other trail 

features. Please note, broadcasting the soil downslope may not be appropriate in areas of 

high conservation value as it will impact ground covers and small shrubs, but these protocols 

are to be determined by the relevant land managers in due course. 
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Climbing Turns - Ascending  

Construction Recommendations  

 Minimum internal radius of 3m (4m + strongly recommended) for open and 

flowing trail 

 Can have out-sloped, off camber trail tread 

 Include drainage features where possible to ensure the corner does not become 

boggy in wet weather. 

  

Climbing Turns image courtesy IMBA 

 

Nail Can Hill, Albury, NSW 

 

Figure 1Nail Can Hill, Albury, NSW 

 
Quarry Loop, Lynton, Adelaide, SA 
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In-sloped Turns (Berms) - Descending 

Construction Recommendations  

 Minimum internal radius of 4m (5m + strongly recommended) for open and 

flowing trail 

 Grade reversals for drainage before and after turns 

 Dry stone walls for support on steep side-slopes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In-sloped turn (image courtesy IMBA) 

 

A-Line @ Whistler (image courtesy IMBA) 

 

Ant Logic (Trail) Fox Creek MTB Trails, SA – Destination Trails  
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Trail Armouring Techniques  

 

  

 

Trail Armouring Recommendations: 

 Flagstone and Corral Rocks 

should weigh 30kg or more. 

 Anchor rocks need to be 

buried 300mm or more 

below the trail surface. 

 Raised tread sections will 

need to be retained and 

protected by corral rocks. 

 Endemic stone is preferred 

for appropriate aesthetics as 

well as soil compatibility. 

 Flagstone paving works well 

for crossing seasonal creeks. 

 Stone pitching can be used to 

reinforce sections of trail 

where heavy braking may 

occur or other impacts. It 

may also be used to improve 

the sustainability of steeper 

sections of trail. 

 Raised trail is useful for 

crossing low lying or boggy 

areas, with gentle cross flow 

rates. 
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Creek Crossing Recommendations 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Trail armouring across season creeks that have high flow rates at peak periods should be armoured with large stone 

at a minimum of 300mm deep. The width and height of the trail armour will be site specific but should endeavour 

to provide hardened surfaces above the highest water mark. 
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Fall Zones for Technical Trail Features and Jumps 

 

 

A minimum of 3m radius Fall Zone is recommended for standard trail features, but 5m radius may be required on faster sections of trail, 

with jumps for example. Smooth trees and soft shrubs are acceptable within Fall Zones in most cases. 


